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CENTRAL cOALFIELDS LIMITED

(A Subsidiary of Coal India Limited)

Coal Office of the General Manager (E&M) 
7yAT ETGH, RTEd - 834029, FITYAU

DARBHANGA HOUSE, RANCHI-834029, JHARKHAND 
YHT H1/ Phone: 0651-2360788. FAX: 0651-2360389 

a T/Website: www.centralcoalficlds.in 
ATc5 T: GM(E&M)/Banning/22/1237(H) Tc:05.03.2022 

Urgent/Registered post 

M/s Suncity Enterprises, 

83 Devi Nagar New Sanagner Road, Jaipur

(PAN: AFJPG5246E, Login ld: sunilsuncityenterprises@gmai.com 

Tgyy: Revocation of order of Banning vide letter no. GM[E&M)/e-Tender/21/2821 dated 

22.12.2021 

Ref: 1) Banning Order no. GM(E&M)/e-Tender/21/2821 dated 22.12.2021 

2) Your letter no. SUPL/2021-22/D.517 dated 10.01.2021 

HERTY 

Against the tender published vide Ref No: GM[E&M)/e-Tender/2050 dtd 10.09.2021, Tender 

ld- 2021 cCL_217509_1 for the work "Planning, Design, Supply, Erection, Construction.

Installation, Testing and Commissioning of 2.9 km (Approx.) Double circuit 33 kV overhead 

transmission line on 52 kg /m rail pole structure with ACSR 'WOLF/equivalent AAA 

conductor for feeding power ito proposed 2X5 MVA 33/6.6kV project substation of North 

Urimari project of CCL from 2x1OMVA, 33/11kv Urimari sub-station of CCL to make it 

complete in all respects on turnkey basis and Mainiernance of plant for five years", an order 

vide no. GM[E&M)/e-Tender/21/2821 dated 22.12.2021 was issued to you banning your firm 

from all the future bids of CIL & its subsidiaries for a period of 2 (two) years from the date of 

issue of the letter. 

Against the above banning order, a letter vide no. SuPL/2021-22/D.517 dated 

10.01.202lwas received from your end, where you had appealed for revoking the banning 
order vide no. GM(E&M)/e-Tender/21/2821 dated 22.12.2021. 



In this respect, this is to inform you that your request for revocation of the banning order vide 

no. GM(E&M)/e-Tender/21/2821 dated 22.12.2021 has been accepted by the competent 

authority. 

oT02 22 

GM(E&M)/HOD 

Copy to: 
i) CMD. CCL- For Kind Information

i) Director (T/O)/ Director (T/P&P}/ Director (F}/ Director (P). CCL- For Kind information 

in) GM(MM), CCL HQ- With request to confirm revocation of banning on the CIL e-Portal 

iv) GM(System). CCL H@- With a request to publish in the CCL website.
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